Profile of methylated CpG sites of hMLH1 promoter in primary gastric carcinoma with microsatellite instability.
A recent study using colorectal cancer cell lines has identified methylation on a small region of hMLH1 promoter (-248 to -178 relative to the transcription start site) to be critical for gene silencing, but shown that methylation on a more upstream region is frequent in cell lines with hMLH1 expression. Because cultured cell lines have a higher degree of CpG methylation than primary tumors, we attempted to examine methylation profiles of CpG sites of hMLH1 promoter in primary gastric carcinomas with or without microsatellite instability (MSI). Seven cases with MSI and six cases without MSI were assessed for the methylation status of hMLH1 promoter by bisulfite-sequencing. All of the MSI-positive cases previously showed loss of hMLH1 expression and six cases displayed methylated alleles in methylation-specific PCR (MSP) for hMLH1. Sequencing analysis revealed that: (i) CpG sites were overall methylated in MSI-positive tumors with positive MSP results; (ii) a small region (-248-178) was almost invariably methylated in MSI-positive tumors; and (iii) the vast majority of CpG sites were unmethylated in MSI-negative tumors, including a more upstream region (proximal to -248). Our study suggests that methylation of a more upstream region observed in colon cancer cell lines may be an acquired change during cell line establishment and it was not identified in primary gastric carcinomas without MSI.